Request form Holland Scholarship

The Holland Scholarship is financed by the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science and
Dutch research universities and universities of applied sciences. The scholarship is meant for
international students from outside the European Economic Area (EEA) who want to do their
bachelor’s or master’s in Holland. The EEA consists of the EU countries and Iceland, Liechtenstein
and Norway.
Do you want to qualify for this scholarship? Complete this request form and hand it in at the
secretariat before May 1st 2019.
Pay attention: there are the following application criteria:
- Your nationality is non-EEA.
- You are applying for a full-time bachelor’s or master’s at one of the participating Dutch higher
education institutions.
- You meet the specific requirements of the Theologische Universiteit Kampen.
- You have never before studied at an education institution in the Netherlands.
Annually, there are just a few scholarships available for a future TUK-student. Therefore, the
Theologische Universiteit Kampen will also take into consideration issues like:






Academic qualifications
Personal circumstances
Academic perspectives
Motivation
Recommendation

Name
Date of birth

Contact details

Current study phase
(Bachelor/Master)

What courses/subjects do
you prefer to attend at the
TUK?
Study past (study tempo,
Content of subjects)

Please, tell us something
about your motivation
(reason to study in Kampen,
what do you want to learn in
addition to your earlier
education and how do you
want to use it in the future)

Personal circumstances
(family, cultural-religious
context, responsibilities in
the church, financial
situation etc.)

With your permission your details will be taken into the Holland Alumni Network and shared with
Nuffic. We therefore like to ask you to tick the following:
o

Yes, I agree to share my contact details with the Holland Alumni Network and Nuffic. I
have read the Holland Almuni Privacy Policy. https://www.hollandalumni.nl/termsof-use

The Holland Scholarship is made available by

